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Abstract. A Collaborative Development Environment (CDE) provides a shared
workspace with a standardized toolset that helps distributed development teams
cope with geographical distance. However, CDEs lack any support to reduce
socio-cultural distance, which poses practical barriers to the development of
connections and shared culture in distributed settings. The recent rise of the
Social Web created several opportunities to publish personal information and
develop connections from a distance. We argue that disseminating additional
social awareness information to developers, who have little or no chances to
meet, can help to speed up the establishment of organizational values, attitudes,
and trust-based inter-personal connections. In this paper, building on existing
literature, we first propose our definitions of three distinct types of awareness.
Then, by means of scenarios, we show how our extension of the Jazz, a CDE
that already provides presence and workspace awareness, adds social awareness
information about coworkers, i.e., interests, emotional state, in order to reduce
socio-cultural distance, and improve team openness and well being in
distributed settings.
Keywords: Group Awareness, Social Awareness, Social Web, Web 2.0,
Mashup, Jazz, Eclipse, Collaborative Development Environment, CDE.

1 Introduction
In distributed settings, due to distance, software teams often rely on Collaborative
Development Environment (CDEs), such as SourceForge 1, GoogleCode 2, Github 3,
and Assembla 4, which are an integrated and flexible set of tools (e.g., code compiler
and debugger, version control, issue tracking) that help distributed teams control their
software development process. Yet, despite their ability to cope with geographical
distance, CDEs provide little support to reduce socio-cultural distance. In fact,
differences in culture, which can be intuitively epitomized as a fuzzy set of attitudes,
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beliefs, behavioral norms, basic assumptions and values that are shared by a group of
people [21], pose practical barriers to the development of relationships and
connections (i.e., common ground, mutual confidence, trust) within distributed teams,
with a potential severe impact on project management effectiveness.
The idea of applying social software to help distributed teams deal with sociocultural distance is rather recent. The rise of the Social Web, also known as Web 2.0
[5], created lots of sources for personal, user-generated content, and opportunities to
develop connections from a distance. In [1] we presented our initial prototype, which
embeds information collected from social websites (e.g., Twitter 5, Facebook 6,
Last.fm 7) into the IBM Jazz CDE. We used the Jazz CDE, because it already provides
both presence and workspace awareness, and leveraged the FriendFeed aggregator
service to embed personal information about distributed co-workers, collected from
social networks. Here, building on relevant literature, we first propose our own
defintions of the existing types of awareness. Then, after showing the features or our
Jazz extension, we present some key usage scenarios to illustrate how providing
distributed software teams with overall group awareness (i.e., presence, workspace,
and social awareness) aggregated in one place can help to speed up the establishment
of organizational values, attitudes, and trust-based personal connections between
distant team members, with little or no chances to meet.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present an
overview on CDEs and Jazz, in particular. In Section 3, building on relevant previous
works, we propose our definitions of different awareness types. In Section 4 we first
discuss the rise of Social Web applications in general, and then we present
FriendFeed as a particular example of Web Mashup. Our Jazz extension is discussed
in detail in Section 5, whereas in Section 6 we illustrate the usage scenarios. Finally,
we conclude in Section 7.

2 Collaborative Development Environments
In software development, control is the process of adhering to goals, policies,
standards, and quality levels, set either formally (e.g., formal meetings, plans, explicit
guidelines) or informally (e.g., team culture, peer pressure). Because in distributed
settings it is not possible to control units by walking, organizations had to fall back to
using collaborative tools to control the software development process from a distance.
Collaborative Development Environments (CDEs), such as SourceForge, Gforge,
Google Code, are the most used and full-featured process-aware tools to support
distributed teams.
CDEs were envisioned by Booch & Brown, who first acknowledged the need for
‘frictionless surface’ in development environments [4], motivated by the observation
that much of the developers’ effort is wasted in switching back and forth between
different applications to communicate and work together. According to this vision,
collaborative features should be available as components that extend core applications
5
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(e.g., the IDE), thus increasing the users’ comfort and productivity. Therefore, CDEs
support developers by incorporating the standard toolset needed (e.g., compiler,
debugger, version control system, bug tracker) within a single project workspace,
reducing the effort of running multiple different applications to communicate and
work together.
Earliest CDE were developed within open source software (OSS) projects because
OSS projects, from the beginning, have been composed of dispersed individuals.
Today a number of CDEs are also available as commercial products.
2.1 IBM Jazz CDE
Jazz [8] is one of the most noticeable commercial CDE because it can be customized
to support any process. Besides, Jazz is an extensible platform, which leverages the
Eclipse’s notion of plugins to build CDE products. The present version has a wideranging scope, but in the former version of Jazz the goal was to integrate synchronous
communication and reciprocal awareness of coding tasks into the Eclipse IDE,
following Booch & Brown’s vision.
Jazz is an extensible team collaboration platform based on a client-server
architecture, which integrates many different technologies in a single environment.
The Jazz server hosts a set of services (e.g., generate reports, resolve work items from
the Web) and houses data in its repository (e.g., configurations, source code). Remote
clients communicate with the Jazz server over the network, using SOAP/XML over
HTTP (Fig. 1). The full-featured Jazz client is Rational Team Concert, an extension
of the Eclipse IDE, packed with all the plugins necessary to the Jazz development
platform. It provides presence awareness, thanks to the integration with Lotus
Sametime, and workspace awareness, by generating an RSS feed of all project-related
events occurring the workspace.
The essential components of Jazz are the Repository and Team Process, which
represent the platform kernel and are developed by the Jazz Project Member (Fig. 2).
Other members of the Jazz community develop additional components to add new
capabilities to Jazz, such as source control and reporting. While the Team Process
component is meant to make Jazz a customizable, process-aware platform, Repository
allows to store tool-specific information in a central place where it can be made
available to all other components in all client and server configurations. Thus, the
Repository plays a key role in Jazz extensibility.

Fig. 1. Jazz Client-Server Communication [11]

Fig. 2. Components of the Jazz Platform [11]

3 Types of Awareness: Definitions
Dourish and Bellotti were among the first to define the concept of awareness as an
understanding of the activities of others, which provides a context for one’s activity,
so that individual contributions are relevant to the group’s activity as a whole [7]. The
concept of awareness is strictly connected to the activities of displaying and
monitoring of information [16]. When performing a shared, collaborative activity,
displaying refers to the notification of one’s information (e.g., presence and actions,
typically) that can be relevant to others involved. Monitoring is the complement of
information displaying, as it refers to the peripheral observation of others in an
unobtrusive way, in order to avoid interruptions.
Being a complex, information-intensive, and highly collaborative activity, software
development can greatly benefit from awareness, especially in distributed settings,
where teammates have to collaborate from a distance. Ko et al. [13] conducted a study
to understand the information needs in software developments teams, showing that
the most frequently sought information included awareness about tasks, artifacts, and
co-workers. We have identified three major types of awareness: presence, workspace,
and social.
Presence awareness is the awareness of what distant colleagues are doing, their
availability for interaction, and how they prefer to be reached, helping coworkers to
minimize interruptions and disturbances when engaging in collaborative processes
[9]. Presence awareness has almost become synonymous with IM and VoIP because
such tools represent the preferred, lightweight means to broadcast information or
questions, as well as ascertain and negotiate availability to accommodate
opportunistic interaction between co-workers.
Workspace awareness means knowing project teams and their internal structure, as
well as team members and artifacts. Tools such as Palantìr [18], Hipikat [6], and
Mylyn [12] provide developers with workspace awareness information that helps

developers to identify other teammates, artifacts, and tasks that are related to the
artifact/task at hand. Workspace awareness is particularly relevant to project
managers and team leads as it helps to track the state of a project.
Social awareness is the awareness about interests, opinions, and emotional state of
members of a group, which can be extremely beneficial to increase the sense of
“teamness” in distributed software settings [16]. Social awareness has been
acknowledged only recently, and unlike presence and workspace awareness, it cannot
be directly considered contextual to a software development project. Nonetheless,
since it helps to develop an organizational culture and to consolidate connections and
trust-based relationships between distant collaborators, social awareness contributes
to project success by improving team’s well being and social health [18]. There are
very few software development-oriented tools that support social awareness. One of
the most noticeable is Github 8, a software repository that combines standard features
of social networking sites (e.g., following or messaging developers, watch projects’
activity timeline through feeds) with Git, a distributed source-control system.
Codebook [3], instead, is a Microsoft prototype that aims at developing a social
networking services over code, in which people can also be friends with the artifacts
they share.
Because presence, workspace, and social awareness provide an answer to specific
requests of information, if aggregated in one place they can help teams maintain an
overall group awareness. A recent research study by Omoronya has shown that tool
support for distributed software development teams are still inadequate in enhancing
distributed awareness because most tools are designed to support a specific kind of
awareness in isolation [16]. To date no tool has provided distributed development
teams with support to group awareness. IBM Jazz, discussed in the next section, is
one of the most recent and full-featured Collaborative Development Environments,
which provides presence and workspace awareness in one place, but lacks any support
to social awareness.

4 Social Web
Recently, the rise of the Social Web [5], created new incentives and motivations for
publishing personal information on the Web. Nowadays, plenty of user-generated
content is public available. Applications like Wikipedia 9, Flickr 10, Delicious 11,
LibraryThing 12, for example, provide each day new wiki articles, photos, bookmarks
and book reviews, as well as new metadata, which are directly added by users.
However, these forms of collaborative contributions are restricted to one single
application and current Social Web applications are isolated from one another, like
‘walled gardens’. The main reason for this lack of interoperation is that for the most
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part in the Social Web, applications’ owners are quite reluctant to provide
programmatic access to user generated content, which is hosted within their web sites.
In such a context, Web mashups have emerged providing a dynamic approach to
compose content and functionalities originating from disparate web sources [23].
Among the different classes of mashup available on the Web, we focused on News
Mashups [15] also known as Syndication Feed Mashups since they use syndication
technologies like RSS and Atom to aggregate news related to various topics and
create personalized feed views. In particular, we envisioned the opportunity to
aggregate feeds about personal information originating from social networking sites
in order to foster group awareness within distributed teams.
4.1 FriendFeed, a Social Information Aggregator
FriendFeed 13 is a real-time feed aggregator that consolidates the updates from a
number of social networking websites (e.g., Delicious, YouTube 14, Last.fm,
LinkedIn 15, Facebook), as well as any other custom website providing an RSS/Atom
feed. Thus, FriendFeed users can use this stream of information to create customized
feeds to share (and comment) with friends. The main reason of FriendFeed success is
that it provides the facility to track users’ activities (such as posting on blogs, Twitter
and Flickr, or listening to music on Pandora 16) across a broad range of different social
networks, whereas other services exclusively facilitate tracking of their own members'
activities on their particular social service.
What looked attractive to us about exploiting the FriendFeed service into Jazz is
that: (1) a free API is available for leveraging the service output into third-party
applications; (2) private groups can be defined so that updates from members are
bound within group and not visible to users on the outside; (3) users can decide what
is relevant or appropriate to stream and share, reducing information privacy and
overloading concerns.
Members of the same Jazz project-area can create a FriendFeed private groups
where they can choose which feeds they want to share and who can see the shared
feeds. They can also start a conversation around shared items, or just show that they
like a feed someone else has shared. By aggregating in the same place different feeds
from social networking services used on a daily basis by the project members, we can
thus foster the discovering and discussion of personal information regarding people
within the project-area, speeding up the development of connections and shared
context between team members.
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5 The Jazz Client Extension
The Jazz client extension was coded using a Java wrapper of the FriendFeed API.
Unfortunately, the API itself does not allow doing as much as desired. For instance,
groups cannot be created or managed using the API, which basically allows getting
group description and members, reading the feed, and posting messages. In the
remainder of this section, we briefly illustrate how the extension works in a simple
scenario.
Using the FriendFeed web interface, the project-lead of a Jazz project-area creates
a private group for the project. In order to avoid the friction of switching to the web
browser and then back to the Jazz client, a browser window can be opened in one of
the workspace views to complete group creation (see Fig. 3a).
Other developers needs to be invited to join the group, using either their
FriendFeed usernames, in case they are already registered, or just emails (see Fig. 3b).
Because the group is private, developers will have to enter their FriendFeed
credentials to subscribe the aggregated feed and post contribution. Using the Eclipse
Modeling Framework, we extended the project-area model in order to store
FriendFeed credentials about both users and groups into the Jazz server repository.
This way, even when changing the machine where the Jazz client is run (e.g., in case
of switching from the office desktop to the laptop for a business travel), the group
feed is available as long as the extension is installed on the client.

a)

b)

Fig. 3. FriendFeed group creation a) Friend Invitation to the group b)

Developers can be invited to the group as regular members or admins: Only in the
latter case they are allowed to add a service to the aggregated feed. As a group admin,
each developer is allowed to specify what personal information collected from

external social web sites can be streamed to the group, without violating his/her
privacy. For instance one developer can choose to stream what he likes on Last.fm
and Pandora, whereas another one can share her bookmarks saved in Delicious and
the book reviews she posted on LibraryThing.
Once the group is created, the project-lead can register it with the project area in
Jazz by entering the URL of the aggregated feed. Upon registering the group, the
associated feed appears in the Team Artifact view of Jazz, under the Feed folder (see
Fig. 4a), along with the default feeds that provide workspace awareness by informing
developers about development-related events (e.g., commits, build failures) or any
other change occurring in the workspace (e.g., changes to the milestones release date).
Hence, the aggregated feed of personal information is visualized using the same
internal feed reader provided by Jazz (see Fig. 4b). Because source services can be
added to the aggregated stream by each developer who subscribed the FriendFeed
group as admin, the larger the development team, the higher the risk of information
overload is. Hence, we extended the feed reader to give each developer the
opportunity to filter the updates from undesired sources. For instance, one can choose
to filter out the updates from Facebook, YouTube and Flickr, while displaying all the
others available in the aggregated feed (see Fig. 4c).
Finally, an extra view has been made available in the workspace to let developers
post message to the FriendFeed group directly from the Jazz client (see Fig. 5a). All
subscribers to the group are then able to view new messages as feeds, through both
the FriendFeed web-based interface and the feed reader included within the Jazz
client (Fig. 5b).

b)

a)

c)

Fig. 4. Name of the feed for the created group a) Feed view on Jazz b) Filtering options c)

b)

a)

Fig. 5. Posting a message to the group a) View of the updated feed b)

6 Usage Scenarios
Here we describe some key scenarios to clarify the potential benefits to teams
adopting our Jazz client extension.
Facilitate interpersonal connections. Ian has just joined the Irish team of the
ALPHA project, which is distributed over multiple sites. Ian’s first task is to develop
a plugin for Eclipse. Looking at task assignments in the Jazz workspace, he is not able
to determine what teammates, if any, have previous experience with the development
of plugins.
Adding our FriendFeed extension to Jazz can increase the transparency of group
structure and competences, and facilitate the establishment of interpersonal
connections. Looking at the project-related FriendFeed stream, Ian decides to filter
out any content other than the bookmarks saved in Delicious and the books reviewed
on LibraryThing. He finds that Brian has shared several references to articles and has
reviewed a couple of books about developing plugins in Eclipse. Thus, Ian, on the one
hand, can go through the references he found; on the other hand, he can get in touch
with Brian, using one of the communication media available to project members, or
he can take advantage of informal, water-cooler conversation, in case they are
collocated.
Improve team openness. The BETA project is distributed over two sites, in
Ireland and in India. In such settings, one of the solutions that has proved effective to
reduce cultural distance and improve team openness is “team buddies”, which
contemplates that each developer from the Indian site is “buddyed up” with one from
the Irish site, providing one-on-one coaching [10]. Thus, Rajiv is buddyed up with
Ian. By getting to know each other better, both Rajiv and Ian will broaden their mind,
making themselves more open to cultural difference, as well as more indulgent to

language issues and prone to think that the others are not going to act, feel, or think
the same way.
The use of our FriendFeed extension can help to increase the effectiveness of team
buddies. First, our extension gives both Rajiv and Ian insights about interests,
opinions, etc. of each other: for instance, books that one has been reading to get
started with a new technology they are going to use in the project, or the pictures from
a conference that the other has attended. Besides, our extension can be helpful to learn
about the daily rhythm and habits of work. For example, Rajiv may learn that when
Ian is contributing something to the FriendFeed stream, is a good time to contact him
for a help request with lower chances to interrupt him. Finally, our extension can also
help to decrease the number of cultural awareness workshops, which are often used as
an effective, but expensive, means to reduce cultural distance in distributed projects
[2].
Build a socially open workspace. The GAMMA project is a distributed software
development project that spans over multiple sites, including one in India and another
one in the US. Indian and North American are quite different cultures. Unlike the
latter, Indian is a collectivist, strictly hierarchical culture in which for younger
developers it is considered unfair to say no to or disagree with senior developers, team
leads, and upper management [17,22]. Our Jazz extension can help to lose strict
hierarchical relationships and grant a more equal participation to unhindered
discussions.
In collocated projects, equality of participation and unhindered communication is
encouraged by adopting a physically open environment, with no cubicles or separated
offices for managers and team leads [14]. Our Jazz extension can help to break “sir”
relationships, by fostering the development of connections established on a more
personal basis, and consequently build a socially open workplace where, despite
seniority, it is easier for younger developers to deal with senior team leads and
participate in discussion with lower peer pressure.

7 Conclusions & Future Work
Jazz is a Collaborative Development Environment that provides developers with both
presence and workspace awareness. In this paper we have presented an extension of
the Jazz platform, which leverages the feed aggregation service of FriendFeed to
embed social information collected from social networks into the Jazz client and
provide developers with group awareness as well. We argue that disseminating
additional social awareness information to developers working in dispersed teams can
help to speed up the establishment of organizational values, attitudes, and trust-based
inter-personal connections, thus facilitating the overall distributed software
development process.
While current work is focusing on the enrichment of the Jazz client, as future work
we plan to extend Jazz also on the server side by augmenting the Jazz user profile
with new professional information. Through the mashup of information collected
from both business- and development-oriented social websites (e.g., LinkedIn and

Ohloh), we intend to give to Jazz users the opportunity to customize their profile by
including information about professional connections and expertise.
Extending Jazz server-side model allows leveraging the information collected in
the whole profile rather than within a specific project area, thus enabling information
sharing within different teams inside Jazz. Moreover, we plan to develop the serverside mashup as a web service that exposes personal information as RDF Linked Data
in order to enable Jazz users exporting professional profiles and reusing them in thirdparty relevant applications.
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